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A NEW MULTI-DECODER PLA DESIGN

tAWl T. Faio

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University at Buffalo, State University of New York

Buffalo. New York _,4260

Matthew R. ,aUlao
IMark 7". ProiTobis

Rome Air Development Center
Griffiss AB NY

Abscruct -A mult-decder design for PIA devices is intro- and artiflcial intelligence. The proposed multi-decoder
duced and found to be supeior to both two decoder ROE and PLA devices need not be restricted to the aforemen-
ingle decode PLA device in implementing a special class of tioned cases with preprogrammed decoders. This is done

Boolean epreaoms. In this clas the logic ezpreiaus may in Section II only to establish the need and utility of such
be ethy but are retictd in the umber of input variabl-e devices which then could be designed without prepro-
compmng ech p-term. A tseoratical analysis of the are gramring the decoders to supply greater flexibility and
acOiency t the new des/gn is supplemented by CAD design potential use.
esmples which verify its superiority. [mplementaton of the The multi-decoder PLA design is compared to a RO.;
mult-eaem- denus ng three dimensional micocircuit design by using both the simplified theoretical analysis
topogrphy to attain even greater ZZViDW in area and speed is in Section II -s well as the more precise area assessment
censidered in the conclusion of this paper. made in Section III based on actual CAD layout design

examples. The ROM design in Section I1 is based on an
1. INTRODUCTION interesting approach utilizing a dual decoder architec-

A ROM device with two decoders, n inputs and I out- ture which can be viewed as a cascade of two one
puts requires an area proportional to the number of cells decoder ROMs. This design consequently lends itself for
or crosspoints which total 2n2('2 - 12n. For simplicity iterative cascading of single decoder ROVs to produce
we assume the two decoders are identical. The useful multi-decoder ROMs and PL.s Also. in the case of a ROM.
space for data storage is of size 2n 2( /2 ) cells. If a ROM is the exact allocation of inputs to each decoder is decded
implemented in a one decoder design. equivalent to a upon by mtmmzing a desired cost function such as total
single decoder PLA capable of accommodating the max- silicon area as explained in Section III The possibility of
imum number of p-terms (2n ) given n total inputs. it a multi-decoder ROM implemented with three-
wculd be of size (2n - 1 )2n with an unacceptable decoder dimensional microcircuit topography having substan-
area of 2n2". In addition to requiring less area. a two tially reduced propagation delay, is among the topics
decoder design has a propagation delay proportional to recommended for further research in the conclusion.
.dT2ln"' while a single decoder ROM has a delay propor- Section IV.
tional to 2n as an order of magnitude estimate for both
cases. Since PLA devices are usually designed with a sin- If. A MULTI-DECODER DESIGN FOR A CLASS OF PLA DEV-
gle decoder, the transition to a two decoder PLA design ICES
is justifiable only if a sufficiently Large number of p- In this section we consider the performance of a
terms are required for the output expression(s). Nor- new class of multi-decoder PLA devices that implement a
maly the decomposition to a two decoder architecture class of Boolean expressions with restricted p-terms as
requires a preconditioning of the given Boolean expres- mentioned above. These new devices are found to be
sions that is likely to result in the decision to utilize a more area efcient than a ROM or single decoder PTA
two decoder ROM architecture. implementation of s'ch expressions. The following

In Section II we consider a particular class of definitions are used
expressions in which the n inputs are partitioned into s
subsets of r inputs each and in which each subset can n = number of inouts
contribute at the most q variables to each p-term. Each I = number of outputs
p-term in the final output expression may then contain s = number of subsets of inputs, each of size r
up to s x q input variables. It is found that there are q = maximum contribution from each of the input
combinations of values of q. n and s for which a two subsets to each p-term
decoder PLA. capable of implementing any expression in W = width of decoder for one decoder PTA design
the above class. is quite suoer:or to both a one decoder Wf2 = width of each decoder for a multi-decoder
PLA and to a regular two decoder ROM. The new multi- PLA design
decoder PIA designs are ROM-like in the sense that the W3 = width of each decoder for a two decoder
.AND arrays (the decoders) are preprogrammed. and are ROM design
PTA-like tn the sense that they impiement only a res- D, = area of decoder in a one decoder PLA design
tricted class of expressions. Potential appicaLions where D2 = total decoder area in a multi-decoder
such large but restricted expressions might arise PLA design
inc.ude pattern recognition, knowledge based systems

v



D3 = total decoder area in a two decoder ROV From (2.5). the following sufficient condition for A2 < A 3
A,. A & A3 = total chip area for a one & two decoder is easy to deduce

PLA. and two decoder ROM respectively n
M, M 2 & M3 = total data storage area for above three q:9 21,: + log2r)

cases
end for s =2 we get

where all areas are measured in terms of number of cells q2; n
or crosspolnts. 2logn

We consider irst the case of a one decoder PLA, which gets closer to an equality as n increases and q
design. The maximum width of the decoder, which becomes small. As n ,ncreases. the ratio A2/A3
corresponds to generation of the maximum number of decreases rapidly The main source of the inefficiency of
p-terms given the above restriction of having q entries the ROM impiementation for this range of values of ii is
from each of the s input subsets, is that it contains much more memory space than is

needed for the restricted class of expressions of
interest. For example. for s=2 and a given I and q. A2

W(2.) increases as O(n2 T) while A3 increases as 0('") So the
area of a ROM increases exponenually in n versus the

and its size is polynomial increase in the PLA implementation.

= 2 (2.2) To illustrate the performance of the proposed
multi-decoder PLAs we consider the following examples

The data storage space is of
Aft = 11, (2.3) Example 1: For n=18. s =2, q =2 and I =', we derive

locations and the total device size is = 44. A2 =2.59 z :04
A, = D, + M, = 12n + 1)W, (2.4) while

For an s decoder PLA design. with each decoder having W3=5".2 and A.=2.8* x _W
one of the s input subsets as its input. we get

and
!(/ 22-q)! A2 /As=0.092

The total size of the s decoders is A one decoder PLA will require

D2 = s(2rWz = 2nWz = 2n/ i"L (2.6) W, =2.0z 0 and A1=7.67 :"0

and the data storage space is of size and

M2 = LW2 8 = 1Y, = M, (2.7) A2 /A, =O.033

The chip size is then

A2 = D2+M 2 = 2nW2 I-W2' (2.8) Clearly the two decoder PIA is superior to both the ROM
implementation which has more area and capability

The memory space in both the one and multi-decoder than is needed for the task at hand, and to the one
PLA's are of identical size, but the size of the decoders is decoder PLA. which is too long for practical impiementa-
reduced dramatically in the multi-decoder design. as is tion.
apparent from the ratio,

A---= . (2.9)
Example 2: Same as in Example " but with I ='0 outputs.

from which we get

A2 = (2n/ W'+) 1. f In this case we get

A, 2n+L 2n+1 A230)
A 2= 2.:3z : 02

The approximate expression above likewise aplies to the A 2 /A 3 = 0 081
ratio of the areas of the one and two decoder ROV's as and
mentioned in the introduction, which illustrates that the
new multi-decoder PLA design achieves the same advan- A2/A, =0 22
tages in comparison to a one decoder PL. for imple- where the ROM becomes more inefficient while the per-
menting the class of Boolean expressions defined above formance of the one decoder PLA improves slightly as

In addition to demonstrating the superiority of the predicted by Eq (2 1:0). but still remains inferior to the
multi-decoder ?LA in comparison to a one-decoder P_% two decoder design
design. we need to consider the conditions under %ruch
it compares favorably with a two-decoder ROV !or whuch Example 3. Here we let n= 21 s. g =3 and I=
we have.

= 2n/2 (2 :)In this case we get

D32n2" ) :2) Az=3 :Bz :0"

M, = 12' 2 :3) and

A, =D3 * .,f,3 = Zn + :14) A2 / .-j = 3 0 ":87 42/.41= g02



The same case with q =2 would have resulted in design rules. Fig. 2a depicts a two decoder PLA having
the functional capabitv of a ROM. with 16 totai inputs

Az=8.24 z .0' and one output. The decoders are fully decoded, each

and having 8 inputs and 256 8-bit p-terms. Fig 2b depicts a
two decoder PLA also having 16 total inputs and one out-

Az/As= 0 .0 04 8.  A2/AI= 0 . 02  put but with restricted input partioning (q=2) which

which illustrates the small range of values of q. As is aso results in ::2 2-bit pterms per decoder. Both designs

suggested by Eq. (2.:5) for which 'he new tecnnique is are capable of mplementing the class of expressions of

superior to regular two decoder RO." devices interest. however the ROM design has more capabidty
than is needed for the task at hand. These designs form

Example 4. For Ti =32. s =2. g =2 and I =- we obtain the basis for the following comparative analysis between
2 = 6a two decoder ROM and two decoder P!A.

"6Given the two designs illustrated in Fig 2. we can

and determine precisely the silicon area Ap required to

A2 /A 1 =0.0:5 implement a two decoder PLA (s=2) with restricted
input partitionng as defined in Section 1. Ap is then com-

reflecting the increased e :.ciency of the new approach pared to the total silicon area AR required to implement
as ni increases a two decoder PLA with unrestricted ROM capabillty.

Adhering to the scalable MOSIS design rules and the

particular design shown in Fig. 2. a set of equations were
M. C DESIGN EXAMPLES & ANALYSIS emtnricaily developed to determine absolute layout

When considering the class of Boolean expressions dimensions for any size two decoder PL. The length LP

mentioned above the use of a multi-decoder PL with and width Wp of the layout are given by

restricted input partioning is the only single chip solu-
tion for large n. The use of a standard single decoder n/2!

PLA to implement the class of expressions is not practi- Lp = C, 2+ C2 11-+-I MOD 2)
cal because of the very long and narrow chip that would

result. A two decoder ROM would not be possible because + (3. C)
of the unacceptable amount of silicon area necessitated
by large n. To demonstrate the implementation of a two
decoder PLA where the decoders (A-\D arrays) are pre- - nf/2!

programmed. two single decoder PLs are cascaded P/=Ki n + K21 (n/ 2--q)! q! 2q + Ks (3.2)

together with the outputs from one PLA input to a
second PLU1 This approach allows for several sum of pro-

ducts expressions formed from one PLA to be ANDed with where
any individual p-term generated by the decoder of 'he

second PLA The resulting expressions. also in sum of n = total number of inputs

products form. may then be ORed together in the output
OR array to form the 11nal output expression. The basic = number of variables each decoder

architecture on which the two decoder PLA design is contributes to a p-term

based is the standard PLA architecture (1.2.3) using the

"AND-OR" structure. I = total number of outputs

For implementation of the two decoder PLA design.

"NOR" structures are used for the AND and OR arrays

with two-phase nonoveriapping clocks (41. 2) and array

prechargin.g. Fig. '. depicts the schematic representa- representing the relevant parameters affecung device

tion of the two decoder PLA with PLAI being the upper area. and C1. C2. C,. Ki. K2 and K 3 are all design and

array and PLA2 being the lower array. A new input can be technology dependent constants These constants

suooiied every 0! period. GLven an input at time t=o. represent the contribution of device substructures (eg .

thedesired output is available at time tt - 211. Let us latches. pullups. various metallizations. OR and AND

consider Logic 'Sow through the PLA starting at t=". cells) to total device proportions Eqs (3 :) and ,32)

When 41 is high the AND planes are precharged and the apply only to the particular design impiemented in Fig 2

inouts from t0 are allowed to propagate into the .AND and may vary somewhat in form with even slight archi-

planes ."ND1 and .-iND2 while inputs from tt - $1 pro- tectural alterations Nornmalizing Eqs (3 ) an ',3 2) to

pagate into AND3. As fl goes low the inputs from t=o the feature size A and inserting values for constants we

are latched. When 12 goes high the product terms are obtain

evaluated (AND planes), then propagate into the OR

planes that are being precharged and are latched when r n/21
$2 goes low As the next $1 goes high the OR planes are Lp 23.5 ( - + I MODZ')

evaluated by allowing the value of the sum of products q-

ex-gression to discharge the precharged OR line (the line + 646 A (3 3)

may or may not be discharged depending on the value of

the expression) and the outputs from PLAI and PLA2 are

latcned. It 'akes one more perod of 41- to ewaua te the 2,

OR 2 plane and latch the output 0UT). W. : n + ,31 [(n/2-.7)'q- 28 A 3 4)

A 'C" program was written tu automatically layout

.he two decoder Pt-A design described above. The ohysi-

cai lavout -f 'he design :s basec on the scalable 07
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where A may equal .75. 1.0 c: I.5 microns, corresponding Area efficiency comparisons can be made between
to 1.25. 2.0 or 3.0 m.cron geometries as designated by the dual decoder ROM and PLA layouts described above
the MOSIS scalable design rules. The modulus operator by examining the .-atio Ap /AR. Table 3.1 lists several
(MOD) present in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) simply reflects the vadues for APIAR given sample values for n. I and q. Also
architectural imposition that an even number of output listed are absolute values for Ap given in terms of X

2 . For
-lines must be present in the layout regardless of actual t > 16. A. was calculated using m=n/2 for comparative
number of outputs, to maintain structural sytlmetry in purposes only, since practical implementation is impos-
the output OR array. Total silicon area for the two sibie.
decoder PLA architecture. Ap. is then simply the product It can be deduced from Table 3.1 that the ratio
of Eqs. (3.3) and (3..) given by ,Ap/AR based on the particular design given above, coiu-

cides closeiy with the ratio A 2/A 3 derived by theoretical
Ap = Lp Wp X

2  
(3.5) analysis in Section i. It can also be noted that for . > 2.

either AD becomes too large for practical implementa-
tion or the ratio Ap/,Ap favors usage of the two decoder

where area is expressed in teres of l. It shord be ROM. However, for ?%2. it can be concluded that the two
noted that the desig chosen here to inplement the PLA decoder PLA design implemented above provides for areatesate withinglayout boundaries, practical implementation of a particular class of logic

exoressions whereas a two decoder ROM implementation
We next employ an approach simila to that above is either impractical or less area eficient.

to determine AR. The length LR and width WR of the sli-
con layout are given by

IV. CONCLUSION

LR = Ct 2m + C2(I + L MOD 2) + Cs V" In this paper we have established the need for a new

+. C, (3.6) class of multi-decoder PLA devices that are .rioer to
both ROM and single decoder PLA implementations of
certain logic expressions that contain many p-terms but

= Kim + KL 2" +3 (3.7) satisfy certain restrictions. Such devices could have
wider applicability beyond this class of expressions. For
example, the proposed multi-decoder design could be

where used for ROM implementations employing more than two
decoders based on the design technique exemplified in

n = number of inputs entering upper Section i1. A particular ROM design using three decoders
decoder (PLA) would most likely result in some savings in total decoder

area. but more importantly, would result in even greater
n total number of inputs savings if implemented in three dimensional microcir-

cuit topography. In this case the propagation delays
I= total number of outputs would be approximately proportional to 1 /32"'

/
. This is

an important topic for further research that can com-
bine the proposed techmues presented in this work with

It should be noted that the variable q is not considered new advances and current research in three dimensional
here since there are no restrictions placed on the length microcirmc-t devices.
of any p-term. each of which may contain up to n vari-
ables in the final output expression. Once again normal-
izing to A and inserting precise values for constants we ACKOIOWLDGEMENT
obtain TThis author's effort Ls based in part on research

sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scienti.fc
LR = :0.5(2"') + :1 (1 + i MOD 2) + 13 2 - K)  

Research/AFSC. United States Air Force. under Contract
No. F30602-8"--C-0185. Task C-6-24-12. The United States

+ 648 A (3.8) Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute

reprints for governmental purposes notwithstanding any

R = 22m + 131 (2 ) +. 258 X (3.9) copyright notation hereon.

Total silicon area for this structure is then

AR 2 LR WR A (3.10) RLFXRENCES

A particular value for m can be deLermined. in which L. A. Glasser and D W Dobberpuhl, The Dengn and

minimizes AR given a particular n and . For this design Ann.Ys'Is af VLSI atrcuits. Addison-Wesley. Reading.

mn is always greater than n / 2 resulting in a fully rminm- Mass. 985

ized AR but having an unacceptabiy long rectangular sth- 2 N Weste and K Eshragtuan. Pmn ipies of C,110S
con layout. A chosen in in the range n/2 < in < in vill. VLSI DESIGN. Addison-Wesley, Reading. Mass., :985
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Figure 2. Two decoder ROM implementation A) and Two decoder PLA implemen-
tation (B).
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